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believe in external renunciation. "God, Truth or Ultimate
Reality—whatever one may term it—is not to be found only
on mountains or in the caves."14 What we need is not
blind repression but intelligent sublwwtion of desires. And
this process requires discrimination of values. For example,,
sex-drive can be converted into higher forms of spiritual
activity only by means of careful discrimnation betwen
lust and love.
Love.—The Ego creates the sense of being separate
from the rest of life. This false idea of separateness is the
cause of duality. The 'I' creates the sense of 'Mine' and
^Thine' and all the various degrees of conflicting' claims and
loyalties and jealousies. Thus, the completeness of life is
shattered by the domination of duality. In order to over-
come this sense of duality, we must detach ourselves from
the many forms of life and love the Infinite One of which
they are all manifestations. "Attachment to the One/' says
Baba, "and detachment from the miany is the key to Free-
dom and Salvation."15
But the love of the Infinite One, in all its forms (and
without any sense of duality) can come to the individual
only by the continuation and the final flowering forth of
ordinary human love. The way to overcome the Eg"o is none
other than, "to purify and deepen our love, and widen conti-
nually the circle of those we love and to render selfless
service to humanity to the best of one's ability."16
Sel^lessness.—Love can restore the wholeness of life
by annihilating the self, which is the cause of duality. As
love becomes selfless and divine, it becomes truly active.
The essence of love lies in sacrifice. True love, therefore^
generates the spirit of service, "where there is no thought
14	Menage, 6th June 1935.
15	Sayings.
16	Philosophy and Teachings, p. 51.

